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Abstract

In order to achieve seamless imagery in a planar multi-
projector display, geometric distortions and misalignment
of images within and across projectors have to be removed.
Camera-based calibration methods are popular for achiev-
ing this in an automated fashion. Previous methods for ge-
ometric calibration fall into two categories: (a) Methods
that model the geometric function relating the projectors
to cameras using simple linear models, like homography,
to calibrate the display. These models assume perfect lin-
ear devices and cannot address projector non-linearities,
like lens distortions, which are common in most commodity
projectors. (b) Methods that use piecewise linear approx-
imations to model the relationship between projectors and
cameras. These require a dense sampling of the function
space to achieve good calibration.

In this paper, we present a new closed-form model that
relates projectors to cameras in planar multi-projector dis-
plays, using rational Bezier patches. This model overcomes
the shortcomings of the previous methods by allowing for
projectors with significant lens distortion. It can be further
used to develop an efficient and accurate geometric calibra-
tion method with a sparse sampling of the function.

1. Introduction

Multi-projector displays are effective tools in several ap-
plications like scientific visualization, virtual reality and en-
tertainment, offering life-size scale and fine detail simulta-
neously. Since different parts of the image in such a display
come from different physical devices, they suffer from ge-
ometric and photometric mismatch. Camera-based calibra-
tion techniques use a centralized camera to observe all these
different devices and calibrate them geometrically and pho-
tometrically to achieve one seamless image [31, 5, 6, 10,
14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 25, 24, 26, 30, 31, 17, 23, 22]. Such
camera-based approaches are very popular due to automa-

tion and the support provided for flexible/casual projector
arrangement, resulting in scalable and reconfigurable dis-
plays. This paper focuses on the geometric calibration prob-
lem for planar displays in a centralized framework where a
centralized server controls both the projectors and the cam-
era.

1.1. Related Work

Geometric calibration of planar multi-projector displays
entails reconstructing two functions: (a) the function that
relates the individual projector coordinates to the camera
coordinates; and (b) the function that relates the camera co-
ordinates to the global screen coordinates. So far, geometric
calibration techniques devised for such displays fall into the
following categories.

Linear methods assume linear models for cameras and
projectors. Hence, they relate the projector, camera, and
the screen coordinates by linear matrices called homogra-
phies [28, 5]. However, most multi-projector displays to-
day use commodity projectors that exhibit significant ge-
ometric nonlinearities. Lens distortion is common in pro-
jectors, especially ones with short throw distance. These
are commonly used for rear projection systems to reduce
the space requirement behind the screen. Such distortions
can be present even when projectors are set to their ideal
zoom level. Linear methods do not account for these non-
linearities, and they cannot achieve accurate alignment in
the presence of lens distortions.

Piecewise linear methods address non-linearities by us-
ing a piecewise linear function, essentially a triangula-
tion, to relate the projector, camera and screen coordi-
nates. Though this achieves reasonable geometric accuracy,
a dense triangulation is required to sample the parameter
space adequately, especially for displays that have projec-
tors with high lens distortion.[30].

The only work that uses a non-linear method is [10]
where a closed form cubic function handles some of the
non-linearities. However, this work is not motivated by
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an accurate analysis and representation of the kind of non-
linearities seen in projectors and hence a very dense sam-
pling of the function space is still required, even more than
for piecewise linear methods.

Further, since a cubic polynomial is not perspective pro-
jection invariant, this method assumes a near-rectangular ar-
ray where keystoning effects of projectors are negligible.
This only occurs for rear a projection system where the pro-
jectors are on a rack behind the screen and nearly perpendic-
ular to the screen. However, front-projection systems show
severe keystoning since normally projectors are mounted on
the ceiling and project in an oblique fashion on the screen
on the ground.

1.2. Main Contributions

In this paper, we present a new model for relating the
projector to the camera and the screen coordinates in a pla-
nar multi-projector display using a rational Bezier patch
(Section 2). We show that the projector radial distortion can
be modeled compactly with an affine invariant non-rational
Bezier patch. In a projector-camera setting on a planar dis-
play, this function is appended by a homography that re-
lates the projector with the camera and the screen linearly.
We show that the combination of these non-linear and linear
functions can be modeled adequately by a single perspective
projection invariant rational Bezier patch. Thus, all the dif-
ferent distortions in a planar, projector based display (like
key-stoning, radial distortion, tangential distortion) can be
modeled in a unified manner using rational Bezier patches.
Next, we demonstrate the use of this representation to cali-
brate a multi-projector display made of projectors with sig-
nificant lens distortions. This is achieved by a sparse sam-
pling of the rational Bezier function resulting in a calibra-
tion technique that is efficient both in representation and
performance (Section 3). To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first work that models both the linear and non-linear
distortions faced in a projector-camera setting in a unified
manner resulting in an accurate and efficient geometric cal-
ibration technique.

Our work has far-reaching effects in other ways too.
Projection technology is advancing at a tremendous pace.
Pocket projectors that can fit on one’s palm are no longer
a myth, but a reality [1]. Industry initiative are finding
ways to build short throw, unbreakable projectors that use
LEDs as light sources so that they can be embedded in cell
phones. It is evident that lens distortion will be significant in
such low-cost projectors. Thus, it is important to develop a
model that handles such distortions in the projector, as well
as the relationship between the projector and other entities
like the camera and the screen, in a unified manner. Our
unified representation will help avoid pre-calibrating de-
vices by representing distortions arising due to completely
different reasons (like lens distortion and key-stoning) el-

egantly and compactly via one closed-form function. The
model should be amenable to (a) accurate representation;
and (b) efficient and easy application to camera-based sin-
gle or multiple projector geometric calibration, at least for
the common case of planar displays.

Currently, while designing a compact set-up for
projection-based displays or changing an existing set-up to
increase space utility, a short throw lens is required to de-
crease the throw distance of the projectors. These lenses
require several optical elements that can reverse the high
lens distortions created by short focal lengths. As a re-
sult, they are cost-prohibitive (around $2000 - $6000) and
at least 5-6 times the cost of commodity projectors (around
$1000 -$1500). Since our method can handle severe lens
distortions, it can make the use of inexpensive lenses on
projectors possible, just as they are used on cameras, mak-
ing multi-projector displays even more affordable.

2. Model for Single Projector-Camera Pair

In this section, we consider the simple case of a single
projector projecting on a planar screen and being observed
by a single camera. We assume a camera with no lens dis-
tortions. This can be achieved easily by a number of exist-
ing techniques, the most popular open source method being
the “Caltech Camera Calibration Toolbox” [3].

Geometric calibration can be achieved achieved by es-
timating two functions. The first function maps the cam-
era coordinates (u, v) to the normalized screen coordinates
(p, q). The presence of a planar screen allows us to use ho-
mographyHS for this mapping.

The second function maps projector coordinates (x, y)
to camera coordinates (u, v). Our goal is to design an ac-
curate parametric function F that defines this relationship,
i.e. (u, v) = F (x, y). The function F has two components.
First is the lens distortion function R relating undistorted
projector coordinates (x, y) to distorted coordinates on the
display screen (xd, yd). The second component is the well-
known homographyH that relates the distorted coordinates
to the camera coordinates (u, v).

(u, v) = H(xd, yd) = H(R(x, y)) = F(x, y) (1)

We would like to model F by a single compact parametric
function that can accurately capture the effect of the con-
catenation of two functions, H and R, and is amenable to
efficient data fitting computation.

2.1. Modeling R with Non-Rational Bezier Patches

The classic lens distortion model, proposed by D.C.
Brown in 1966 [4, 8], consists of two independent distor-
tions: radial distortion (either barrel or pin-cushion) and
tangential distortion.



Radial distortion is usually modeled by

rd = r + k1r
2 + k2r

4 + k3r
6 (2)

where r is the radial distance from the principal point in an
undistorted image, rd is the same distance in the distorted
image and ki, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 are the radial distortion parame-
ters. Negative values of kis result in barrel distortion while
positive values result in pin-cushioning. The principal cen-
ter is a point in the image that is unchanged by radial dis-
tortion. In general the principal center (xc, yc) need not be
at the center of the image but is usually close to the center.
Equation 2 when converted to cartesian coordinate [3, 13]
results in the following distortion equations,

xd = x + (x− xc)(k1r
2 + k2r

4 + k3r
6) = x + ρx, (3)

yd = y + (y − yc)(k1r
2 + k2r

4 + k3r
6) = y + ρy, (4)

where (xd, yd) and (x, y) are the distorted and
undistorted image coordinates respectively, r =√

(x− xc)2 + (y − yc)2 and ki, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, are the
radial distortion coefficients.

The tangential distortion is modeled by

xd = x + 2p1xy + p2r
2 + 2p2x

2 = x + τx, (5)
yd = y + 2p2xy + p1r

2 + 2p1y
2 = y + τy (6)

where r =
√

(x− xc)2 + (y − yc)2 and p1 and p2 are the
tangential distortion parameters.

Radial and tangential distortion are independent of each
other and hence their effects can be combined into a com-
prehensive lens distortion equation,

(xd, yd) = (x + ρx + τx, y + ρy + τy). (7)

Estimating the unknown radial and tangential distor-
tion coefficients involves solving complex non-linear op-
timizations. Hence, several simplifying assumptions are
made which are often not true in a real system. The
most common assumption is that the principal point co-
incides with the center of the image. Further, the higher
degree terms and tangential distortion are often ignored
[27, 13, 32, 12, 3, 29, 7].

We propose that the distorted coordinates can be repre-
sented by non-rational Bezier patches instead and can be
easily corrected too. A non-rational Bezier patch of degree
k and dimension d is defined by (k + 1)d control points,
Pij in a d dimension space. In our case, we consider a two
dimensional patch where d = 2.

The non-rational Bezier patch is a tensor product patch
where the control points are weighted by blending functions
that are product of independent one dimensional Bernstein
polynomials. Bernstein polynomials of degree k consist of
n, 0 ≤ n ≤ k polynomials given by

bn,k(t) =
n!

n!(n− k)!
tk(1− t)n−k (8)

where 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. The non-rational Bezier patch can then
be defined from these polynomials as

NB(x, y) =
k∑

i=0

k∑
j=0

Pijbi,k(x)bj,k(y) (9)

=
k∑

i=0

k∑
j=0

PijBijk(x, y), (10)

where Bijk is the tensor product of the Bernstein polyno-
mials bi,k and bj,k and 0 ≤ (x, y) ≤ 1. In the context of the
single projector-camera pair for planar displays, the projec-
tor lens distortion function R(x, y) is represented by

(xd, yd) = R(x, y) = NB(x, y) (11)

Our choice of non-rational Bezier patch is guided by the
following rationale.

1. The non-rational Bezier patch provides a unified
framework to represent any kind of lens distortion.
More severe lens distortion can be easily captured by
just increasing the degree of the patch. For example,
a bicubic patch may be sufficient for standard narrow
FOV lenses, but a quadric patch would be required for
greater distortions in a wide FOV lens. Thus, a large
range of distortions can be handled by higher degree
non-rational Bezier patches without affecting the un-
derlying computational framework.

2. When the equation of a non-rational Bezier patch is ex-
panded and compared with Equation 7, one finds that
the non-rational Bezier patch has many more higher
order terms, making it a more flexible model. For ex-
ample, it is possible for short throw lens projectors to
have a mix of both barrel and pin-cushion distortions.
Such cases are better handled by a more flexible func-
tion like the non-rational Bezier patch.

3. The principal center is encoded by the control points
of the patch itself and need not be determined dur-
ing parameter estimation. The principal point creates a
particular nuisance during estimation of lens distortion
parameters forcing most practical systems to assume it
to be at the center.

4. Like lens distortion, non-rational Bezier patches are
also affine invariant.

5. In most practical applications, the radial distortion is
followed by a perspective transformation from 3D to
2D space. Rational Bezier is an obvious extension to
handle both of these distortions in a unified manner.

Table 1 and Figure 1 presents results on the accuracy of this
model. We consider a dense sampling of the (x, y) space



Case No. Lens Distortion Parameters % Error For
Center Radial Tangential Bezier of degree
(xc, yc) (k1, k2, k3) (p1, p2) 2 3 4 5 6 7

(a) (0.5, 0.5) (−0.35, 0, 0) (0, 0) 5.78 ε
(b) (0.5, 0.5) (0, 0, 0) (0.1, 0.1) ε
(c) (0.5, 0.5) (−0.35,−0.35, 0) (0, 0) 9.00 0.91 0.56 ε
(d) (0.6, 0.55) (−0.35,−0.13, 0) (0.05, 0.05) 1.9 0.14 0.03 ε
(e) (0.6, 0.55) (−0.35,−0.13,−0.016) (0.05, 0.05) 2.0 0.17 0.038 0.0012 0.00022 ε

Table 1. This table shows the accuracy of our fit for lens distortion functions using non-rational Bezier patches of different degrees. Due to
large number of lower degree terms, note that in case 5 distortion of higher degrees (degree 7) can be fitted to a reasonably accuracy by a
lower degree Bezier (like degree 4). ε represents a very small number strictly less then 10−11.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 1. Images showing the fives cases of distortion mentioned in Table 1.

and distort it using various lens distortion parameters, and
fit a non-rational Bezier patch to the distorted points. To
evaluate the accuracy of the fitted patch, we find the av-
erage Euclidian distance error between fitted and the dis-
torted data as a percentage of the distance from the princi-
pal point. Note that even when higher order distortions are
present (e.g. x7), lower degree non-rational Bezier patches
(e.g. bicubic) can provide a good fit. This is due to the
presence of large number of different combination of lower
order cross-terms. However, note that the estimation of this
non-rational Bezier function is not required for the purpose
of calibration.

2.2. Modeling HR with Rational Bezier Patches

Non-rational Bezier patches are affine invariant but not
perspective projection invariant. Relating the projector to
the camera not only involves lens distortion but also a per-
spective projection. In case of planar displays, this is a ho-
mographyH, a simpler 3×3 transformation induced by the
planar screen. So we need a function that is perspective pro-
jection invariant to model the combined effects ofH andR
in Equation 1. Rational Bezier patches, a generalized form
of Bezier patches, offer us this advantage. Rational Bezier
patches are controlled additionally by a scalar weight asso-
ciated with each control point, and is defined by

B(x, y) =

∑k
i=0

∑k
j=0 PijwijBijk(x, y)∑k

i=0

∑k
j=0 wijBijk(x, y)

. (12)

The weights provide this function with the capability to
sample the parameter space non-uniformly. Thus, in ad-

dition to satisfying all properties of a non-rational Bezier
patch, a rational Bezier patch is also perspective projection
invariant. We propose the use of a rational Bezier patch to
estimate the function F = HR in a unified manner.

3. Calibrating Multiple Projectors

We now apply this method to the calibration of multiple
projectors using a camera, in the presence of radial distor-
tion. As mentioned in the previous section, we use a ho-
mographyHS for the mapping between camera coordinates
(u, v) to the normalized screen coordinates (p, q) and a ra-
tional Bezier patch B to model (u, v) = F (x, y), the func-
tion that maps from projector coordinates (x, y) to camera
coordinates (u, v).

3.1. Parameter Estimation

To estimate HS , we require four correspondences be-
tween the camera and screen coordinates, (u, v) and (p, q).
The four correspondences result in a system of linear equa-
tions that can be solved to recovery the homography ma-
trix. To find the correspondences, we identify four points
in the camera image that correspond to the four corners of
the screen. This can be done by attaching fiducials to the
display. To do it automatically, we light up all the projec-
tors with white light and use simple image processing to
detect the extreme corners of the lighted region to find the
camera coordinates corresponding to the four corners of the
normalized screen coordinates.

To estimate the parameters of the rational Bezier, B, we



(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2. Results shown on our display made of 3 × 3 array of nine projectors. The calibration is achieved using bicubic rational Bezier
patches with quite sparse correspondences (8× 6 for a 1024× 768 projector). (a, b, c) Before calibration; (c, d, e) After calibration. The
grid image in the last row is a grid made of lines of one pixel wide. To retain clarity of the grids photometric calibration is not applied to
the grid image in (c) to generate the calibrated image (e). Please zoom in to check calibration of grid and text at the overlaps.

find correspondences between projector pixels (x, y) and
camera pixels (u, v). Let us assume N correspondences i.e.
(xk, yk) related to (uk, vk), 0 ≤ k ≤ N−1. The unknowns
are the control points in the camera space, Pij = (uij , vij)
and their scalar weights wij . From the known correspon-
dences, Equation 12 can be written for each correspondence
as follows,

(uk, vk)
k∑

i=0

k∑
j=0

wijBijk(xk, yk)−

k∑
i=0

k∑
j=0

(uij , vij)wijBijk(xk, yk) = 0. (13)

Assuming Uij = uijwij and Vij = vijwij , Equation 13
above yields two equations for each correspondence as fol-
lows,

uk

k∑
i=0

k∑
j=0

wijBijk(xk, yk)−

k∑
i=0

k∑
j=0

UijBijk(xk, yk) = 0. (14)

vk

k∑
i=0

k∑
j=0

wijBijk(xk, yk)−

k∑
i=0

k∑
j=0

VijBijk(xk, yk) = 0. (15)

The unknowns while estimating a two-dimensional ratio-
nal Bezier patch of degree k are (k +1)2 control points and
weights, which results in a total of 3(k+1)2 unknowns. The
weights are dependent variables and depend on the control
points in a non-linear fashion. As a result, we cannot use
traditional singular value decomposition to solve this set of
linear equations in a least squares sense. So, we use the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to numerically solve for
the control points and the weights [21]. As an initial guess,
we fit a control polygon tightly around the set of correspon-
dences (uk, vk) in the camera space. Further, we constrain
weights to be be greater than 0. These two conditions as-
sure that the method converges to the global minimum. The
proof of this is beyond the scope of this paper.

To find the correspondences for between each of the pro-
jector and camera coordinates, we display a rectangular grid
of Gaussian blobs, with known coordinates. Images from



non-overlapping projectors are captured simultaneously by
the camera. We use a 2D stepping procedure that depends
on initial user input in identifying the top left blob and its
immediate right and bottom neighbors in the camera space.
With this minimal three point user input we can design a
stepping procedure that (a) estimates the rough position of
the next blob in the scan line order; and (b) look for the
correct blob position by computing the nearest windowed
center-of-mass technique [9]. If this is not possible for more
extreme projector distortions, one can binary code the blobs
and project them in a time sequential manner to recover the
exact ids of the detected blobs [25, 30].

3.2. Image Correction

To generate the corrected image for each projector that
will result in a geometrically undistorted and seamless dis-
play we use the following technique. For each projector
pixel (x, y), we first compute the corresponding camera co-
ordinates (u, v) using the rational Bezier patch B. Next,
we compute the corresponding normalized screen coordi-
nates (p, q) by using the homography HS . This indexes
into the image being rendered on the display. Bilinear in-
terpolation is used to assign the final value of each projec-
tor pixel. So, the correction is achieved by the mapping
(p, q) = HS(u, v) = HS(B(x, y)).

To take advantage of the GPU from modern graphics
cards, the non-linear warping correction was incorporated
into Chromium – an open source distributed rendering en-
gine for graphics clusters[11]. The mapping is first pre-
computed and the resulting pixel coordinates are stored in
a lookup table. A fragment program for the pixel shader
then quickly maps pixels from normal coordinate space to
the new coordinate space during rendering.

3.3. Results

In this section, we present the results of our method
and compare it with other existing methods. For photomet-
ric seamlessness, we use the method to achieve perceptual
seamlessness presented in [20, 18]. Most of our results are
shown for barrel distortion. But they work equally well for
pin-cushioning also. The fitting of rational Bezier patches
on an Intel Pentium 4 3.00Ghz CPU for 50 samples takes a
few seconds.

For all the images shown here, please zoom in to check
the quality of the calibration, especially for text and grids.
The grids we use have lines of single pixel width in the
projector space. The accompanying video demonstrates the
real time implementation of the geometric calibration using
the GPU.

We have tested our method on our 3 × 3 array of nine
projectors. Our projectors have relatively large throw ratio
and hence do not show terrible lens distortion. Instead of
using a cost prohibitive option of buying nine short-throw

lenses, we simulate the distortion digitally by distorting the
imagery going to the projectors. Figure 2 shows our result
on our display. Note that we get sub-pixel accuracy even for
grids and text.

Since simulating more severe lens distortion would dis-
turb our display set-up, we demonstrate the generality of
our method using realistic computer simulations. Fig-
ure 3 shows some extreme lens distortions and calibration
achieved by our method using both a sparse and dense set
of correspondences. The former considers a sparse sam-
pling of the projector space using a 8 × 6 grid of 48 cor-
respondences per projector (1024 × 768 pixels). The latter
uses a dense sampling of 24 × 18 grid of 144 correspon-
dences. In both cases we use a bicubic (degree 3) rational
Bezier patch. Our results from both are indistinguishable
from each other. This proves the sufficiency of sparse sam-
pling for our method.

We also compare our result with the piecewise linear
method using both sparse and dense set of correspondences.
The sparse sampling in this case results in errors of more
than a few pixels. In fact, our method with a sparse set of
correspondences yields better results than the piecewise lin-
ear method, even with a dense set of correspondences.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented a closed form solution

to relate the projector coordinates to the camera and screen
coordinates in the presence of considerable lens distortion.
This makes it possible to use inexpensive lenses with no
self-correction to reduce the throw distance of projector.
This results in a compact, affordable, multi-projector set-
up without having any adverse effects on the display qual-
ity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
models the non-linear warp from the distorted projectors to
the screen accurately using a closed form solution, result-
ing in a general, simple and effective geometric calibration
technique.

Our method is equally applicable to single projector-
camera systems thus paving the way to inexpensive imper-
fect small-scale projectors on hand-held devices. Further,
our method can be easily extended to curved screens Piece-
wise linear methods require dense sampling of the projector
to camera relationship to capture the screen curvature effec-
tively [26, 25]. Our function, being a piecewise curve repre-
sentation, is naturally tuned for better representation of this
function on curved screens, even with a sparse sampling. In
addition, extending piecewise linear methods to distributed
settings is not possible due to lack of a closed-form repre-
sentation. Thus, the distributed framework of [2] is forced
to adopt a distributed homography tree technique since ho-
mographies offer a closed form representation of the rela-
tionship between the projector, camera and screen coordi-
nates. However, homographies, being linear, yield unac-
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Figure 3. Geometric calibration of projectors with severe barrel distortion with linear piecewise method using sparse (a) and dense (b)
correspondences; using rational bicubic Bezier patches using sparse (c) and dense (d) correspondences; Please zoom in the images to see
the results. (e,f,g,h) shows the zoomed in view of the overlap region across four projectors of (a,b,c,d) respectively. It is evident that
piecewise linear methods with sparse correspondences lead to severe mismatches. The results using rational Bezier are similar irrespective
of the sampling proving the sufficiency of sparse sampling. The result of using rational Bezier patches with sparse sampling is even better
than using a dense sampling for the piecewise linear method evident from thicker grid lines in the overlap region in (b) due to slight errors.

ceptable alignment in real non-linear devices. Our method
offers the perfect tradeoff by providing a closed-form non-
linear model and can be extended easily for adoption in the
distributed framework. Finally, we want to investigate the
implications of our model in achieving geometric calibra-
tion using an uncalibrated camera. Rational Bezier patches
being well-behaved entities may make the separation of
the distortion parameters of projector and camera feasible

through polynomial factorization.
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